Memo No: BH/13/3812  
Date: 28.11.13

Corrigendum notice

In continuation to NIT No BH/13/3789 DT 26.11.13, changes in the financial bid form has been made in the specifications which has been uploaded in the website and published in the notice board. Authorisations of products (cameras and sets) are to be provided by the bidders.

[Signature]
Superintendent
North-24-Parganas District Hospital,
Barasat
To
Superintendent
North-24-Parganas District Hospital,
Barasat

Sir
I/We are submitting the best rate for CCTV machines as per specifications mentioned below:

1. **600TVL IR BULETE CAMERA [EXTERNAL WEATHER PROOF]**
   Make: Samsung/ Sony/ Honeywell

   Spec. / Main features:
   - Color Day & Night High resolution
   - 1/3” High Resolution Image sensor
   - 600TVL High resolution camera
   - Lux @ F1.2 / 3.6-4mm Lens
   - IR Range of 20 M
   - CE, Fcc & RoHS certified & UL
   - TP166 rated

   COST PER MACHINE: __________________________ (IN WORDS)

2. **600TVL IR DOME CAMERA 15 M [INTERNAL]**
   Make: Samsung/ Sony/ Honeywell

   Spec. / Main features:
   - Image sensor 1 / 3 " CCD Sony
   - Resolution 600TVL
   - Lense – fixed 3.6/4mm
   - lux – F1.2 (IR ON)
   - IR LED 24 Pcs
   - IR Distance 20M
   - AGC – auto
   - White balance – auto.

   COST PER MACHINE: __________________________ (IN WORDS)

3. **DVR 16 CHANNEL:**
   - Supply of Digital Video Recorder 16 CH Video composite inputs and 4 Audio inputs, DVR with H.264 compression with Remote, Recording at 480 fps Real time Display & Recording, 704x576 for PAL or D1 adjustable for any Channel. It should be possible to record continuous or on the basis of Motion to reduce memory space, Net workable, back-up by USB, Digital Zoom in and out, supports upto 6 SATA HDDs, client software included with remote control, USB interface for backup and mouse. 2 IP channel recording facility all camera real time recording at D1 resolution

   COST PER MACHINE: __________________________ (IN WORDS)
4. **MONITOR LED 22” WITH WALL MOUNTING KIT.** Make: Samsung/ Sony /LG

COST PER MACHINE : __________ (IN WORDS) __________________

5. **2TB HDD**

COST PER MACHINE : __________ (IN WORDS) __________________

6. **2 KVA Online UPS (optional)**
With 30 mins Back-up support for DVR, Monitor & Power supplies for all the cameras, it should be installed centrally to provide single UPS.

7. **Other accessories:**
   - POWER SUPPLIER 450W – 12 V – 5 AMP
   - BNC CONNECTOR JACK
   - CABLE VIDEO WITH POWER LAYING WITH CASING / PVC CONDUIT
   - 6U STEEL RACK WITH COOLER & ACCESSORIES / FITTINGS

COST PER MACHINE : __________ (IN WORDS) __________________

Yours truly,

(Bidder signature with stamp)